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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

II B.Tech. II Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, February– 2015 
AERODYNAMICS-1 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 

 
 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Which of following term is correct for “viscosity coefficient”    [ ] 

A) It is not a real constant B) It is function of temperature   C)  A&B        D) None of the above   
 
2.         The following term is not correct for the pressure      

A) N/m2  B) N/mm2 C) A&B           D) KN/m2 

 
3.           Drag is defined as                                                                                                                  [ ] 

A) Resistance force   B) It is stress      C) Buckling load  D) It is momentum  
 

4.          Units for the dynamic pressure                                                       [ ] 
A) KN/m2   B) Kg/m.s2  C) KN   D) GPa 
 

5.          If dynamic pressure increase ,the coefficient of lift and drag are    [ ] 
A) Increase and decreases     B) Increase and increase    
C) Decreases, Decreases         D) Cannot say 

 
6. The point on the body about which aerodynamic moment is zero    [ ] 

A) Center of pressure     B) Aerodynamic center C) A&B      D) None of the above   
  
7. Subsonic ,sonic and supersonic define in terms of mach number    [ ] 

A) M<1,M>1and M=1     B) m<1,m<1and M=1  
C) M<1,M=1and m>1         D) All of the above 

 
8. Consider an aerofoil in a flow with free stream velocity of 45.72 m/s the velocity at a given point  
            on the   aerofoil is 68.58 m/s calculate the pressure coefficient at that point   [ ] 

A) 5.21    B) 1.25   C)  -5.21  D)-1.25 
 
9. According to the kutta-joukowski theorem lift per unit span on aerofoil will be  [ ] 

A) ρV∞┌    B) ρV2
∞┌  C) ρV∞┌2 D) ρ2V∞┌ 

 
10. A circular cylinder of diameter 1 m in a flow at standard sea level condition (density=1.23 kg/m3 

,viscosity=1.789*10-5 kg/m) with a velocity 45 m/s      [ ] 
A) 3.09*108   B) 3.09*106  C) 3.09*1010  D) 3.09*1012 
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II  FILL IN THE BLANKS 
 
11. If the velocity gradient are large, then shear stress is_________ and influence of friction locally in the 

flow can be  _____________ 
 
12. The dynamic of gases ,especially atmospheric interactions with moving objects are called___________ 
 
13. Lift defined as________ 
 
14. Pressure acts__________ to surface and shear stress act_________ to surface 
 
15. In low speed , incompressible flow the following experimental data are obtained for an NACA4412 

aerofoil section, at angle of 4deg cl=0.85 and Cm,c/4= -0.09 then what would be location of the center 
of pressure________________ 

 
16. Flow where the density is constant____________ 
 
17. Heat transfer taking place between the boundary layer and wall is called __________ 
 
18. Physical principle for continuity equation ___________ 
 
19. Momentum equation for an in viscid flow are called_________ equations 
 
20. Bernouli’s equation for incompressible, in viscid flow_______________ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 

 
 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.          Units for the dynamic pressure                                                       [ ] 

A) KN/m2   B) Kg/m.s2  C) KN   D) GPa 
 
2.          If dynamic pressure increase ,the coefficient of lift and drag are    [ ] 

A) Increase and decreases     B) Increase and increase    
C) Decreases, Decreases         D) Cannot say 

 
3. The point on the body about which aerodynamic moment is zero    [ ] 

A) Center of pressure     B) Aerodynamic center C) A&B      D) None of the above   
  
4. Subsonic ,sonic and supersonic define in terms of mach number    [ ] 

A) M<1,M>1and M=1     B) m<1,m<1and M=1  
C) M<1,M=1and m>1         D) All of the above 

 
5. Consider an aerofoil in a flow with free stream velocity of 45.72 m/s the velocity at a given point  
            on the   aerofoil is 68.58 m/s calculate the pressure coefficient at that point   [ ] 

A) 5.21    B) 1.25   C)  -5.21  D)-1.25 
 
6. According to the kutta-joukowski theorem lift per unit span on aerofoil will be  [ ] 

A) ρV∞┌    B) ρV2
∞┌  C) ρV∞┌2 D) ρ2V∞┌ 

 
7.. A circular cylinder of diameter 1 m in a flow at standard sea level condition (density=1.23 kg/m3 

,viscosity=1.789*10-5 kg/m) with a velocity 45 m/s      [ ] 
A) 3.09*108   B) 3.09*106  C) 3.09*1010  D) 3.09*1012 

 

8. Which of following term is correct for “viscosity coefficient”    [ ] 
A) It is not a real constant B) It is function of temperature   C)  A&B        D) None of the above   
 

  
9. The following term is not correct for the pressure                                                                 [ ]  

A) N/m2  B) N/mm2 C) A&B           D) KN/m2 

 
10.        Drag is defined as                                                                                                                  [ ] 

A) Resistance force   B) It is stress      C) Buckling load  D) It is momentum  
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II  FILL IN THE BLANKS 
 
11. Pressure acts__________ to surface and shear stress act_________ to surface 
 
12. In low speed , incompressible flow the following experimental data are obtained for an NACA4412 

aerofoil section, at angle of 4deg cl=0.85 and Cm,c/4= -0.09 then what would be location of the center 
of pressure________________ 

 
13. Flow where the density is constant____________ 
 
14. Heat transfer taking place between the boundary layer and wall is called __________ 
 
15. Physical principle for continuity equation ___________ 
 
16. Momentum equation for an in viscid flow are called_________ equations 
 
17. Bernouli’s equation for incompressible, in viscid flow_______________ 
 
18. If the velocity gradient are large, then shear stress is_________ and influence of friction locally in the 

flow can be  _____________ 
 
19. The dynamic of gases ,especially atmospheric interactions with moving objects are called___________ 
 
20. Lift defined as________ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 

 
 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The point on the body about which aerodynamic moment is zero    [ ] 

A) Center of pressure     B) Aerodynamic center C) A&B      D) None of the above   
  
2. Subsonic ,sonic and supersonic define in terms of mach number    [ ] 

A) M<1,M>1and M=1     B) m<1,m<1and M=1  
C) M<1,M=1and m>1         D) All of the above 

 
3. Consider an aerofoil in a flow with free stream velocity of 45.72 m/s the velocity at a given point  
            on the   aerofoil is 68.58 m/s calculate the pressure coefficient at that point   [ ] 

A) 5.21    B) 1.25   C)  -5.21  D)-1.25 
 
4. According to the kutta-joukowski theorem lift per unit span on aerofoil will be  [ ] 

A) ρV∞┌    B) ρV2
∞┌  C) ρV∞┌2 D) ρ2V∞┌ 

 
5. A circular cylinder of diameter 1 m in a flow at standard sea level condition (density=1.23 kg/m3 

,viscosity=1.789*10-5 kg/m) with a velocity 45 m/s      [ ] 
A) 3.09*108   B) 3.09*106  C) 3.09*1010  D) 3.09*1012 

 

6. Which of following term is correct for “viscosity coefficient”    [ ] 
A) It is not a real constant B) It is function of temperature   C)  A&B        D) None of the above   

  
7. The following term is not correct for the pressure                                                                 [ ]  

A) N/m2  B) N/mm2 C) A&B           D) KN/m2 

 
8.           Drag is defined as                                                                                                                  [ ] 

A) Resistance force   B) It is stress      C) Buckling load  D) It is momentum  
 

9.          Units for the dynamic pressure                                                       [ ] 
A) KN/m2   B) Kg/m.s2  C) KN   D) GPa 
 

10.          If dynamic pressure increase ,the coefficient of lift and drag are    [ ] 
A) Increase and decreases     B) Increase and increase    
C) Decreases, Decreases         D) Cannot say 
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II  FILL IN THE BLANKS 
 
11. Flow where the density is constant____________ 
 
12. Heat transfer taking place between the boundary layer and wall is called __________ 
 
13. Physical principle for continuity equation ___________ 
 
14. Momentum equation for an in viscid flow are called_________ equations 
 
15. Bernouli’s equation for incompressible, in viscid flow_______________ 
 
16. If the velocity gradient are large, then shear stress is_________ and influence of friction locally in the 

flow can be  _____________ 
 
17. The dynamic of gases ,especially atmospheric interactions with moving objects are called___________ 
 
18. Lift defined as________ 
 
19. Pressure acts__________ to surface and shear stress act_________ to surface 
 
20. In low speed , incompressible flow the following experimental data are obtained for an NACA4412 

aerofoil section, at angle of 4deg cl=0.85 and Cm,c/4= -0.09 then what would be location of the center 
of pressure________________ 
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 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Consider an aerofoil in a flow with free stream velocity of 45.72 m/s the velocity at a given point  
            on the   aerofoil is 68.58 m/s calculate the pressure coefficient at that point   [ ] 

A) 5.21    B) 1.25   C)  -5.21  D)-1.25 
 
2. According to the kutta-joukowski theorem lift per unit span on aerofoil will be  [ ] 

A) ρV∞┌    B) ρV2
∞┌  C) ρV∞┌2 D) ρ2V∞┌ 

 
3. A circular cylinder of diameter 1 m in a flow at standard sea level condition (density=1.23 kg/m3 

,viscosity=1.789*10-5 kg/m) with a velocity 45 m/s      [ ] 
A) 3.09*108   B) 3.09*106  C) 3.09*1010  D) 3.09*1012 

 

4. Which of following term is correct for “viscosity coefficient”    [ ] 
A) It is not a real constant B) It is function of temperature   C)  A&B        D) None of the above   

  
5. The following term is not correct for the pressure                                                                 [ ]  

A) N/m2  B) N/mm2 C) A&B           D) KN/m2 

 
6.           Drag is defined as                                                                                                                  [ ] 

A) Resistance force   B) It is stress      C) Buckling load  D) It is momentum  
 

7.          Units for the dynamic pressure                                                       [ ] 
A) KN/m2   B) Kg/m.s2  C) KN   D) GPa 
 

8.          If dynamic pressure increase ,the coefficient of lift and drag are    [ ] 
A) Increase and decreases     B) Increase and increase    
C) Decreases, Decreases         D) Cannot say 

 
9. The point on the body about which aerodynamic moment is zero    [ ] 

A) Center of pressure     B) Aerodynamic center C) A&B      D) None of the above   
  
10. Subsonic ,sonic and supersonic define in terms of mach number    [ ] 

A) M<1,M>1and M=1     B) m<1,m<1and M=1  
C) M<1,M=1and m>1         D) All of the above 
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II  FILL IN THE BLANKS 
 
11. Physical principle for continuity equation ___________ 
 
12. Momentum equation for an in viscid flow are called_________ equations 
 
13. Bernouli’s equation for incompressible, in viscid flow_______________ 
 
14. If the velocity gradient are large, then shear stress is_________ and influence of friction locally in the 

flow can be  _____________ 
 
15. The dynamic of gases ,especially atmospheric interactions with moving objects are called___________ 
 
16. Lift defined as________ 
 
17. Pressure acts__________ to surface and shear stress act_________ to surface 
 
18. In low speed , incompressible flow the following experimental data are obtained for an NACA4412 

aerofoil section, at angle of 4deg cl=0.85 and Cm,c/4= -0.09 then what would be location of the center 
of pressure________________ 

 
19. Flow where the density is constant____________ 
 
20. Heat transfer taking place between the boundary layer and wall is called __________ 
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